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Abstract. Although a significant progress has been witnessed in supervised person re-identification (re-id), it remains challenging to generalize
re-id models to new domains due to the huge domain gaps. Recently,
there has been a growing interest in using unsupervised domain adaptation to address this scalability issue. Existing methods typically conduct
adaptation on the representation space that contains both id-related and
id-unrelated factors, thus inevitably undermining the adaptation efficacy
of id-related features. In this paper, we seek to improve adaptation by
purifying the representation space to be adapted. To this end, we propose a joint learning framework that disentangles id-related/unrelated
features and enforces adaptation to work on the id-related feature space
exclusively. Our model involves a disentangling module that encodes
cross-domain images into a shared appearance space and two separate
structure spaces, and an adaptation module that performs adversarial
alignment and self-training on the shared appearance space. The two
modules are co-designed to be mutually beneficial. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that the proposed joint learning framework outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods by clear margins.
Keywords: Person re-id, feature disentangling, domain adaptation
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Introduction

Person re-identification (re-id) is a task of retrieving the images that contain the
person of interest across non-overlapping cameras given a query image. It has
been receiving lots of attention as a popular benchmark for metric-learning and
found wide real applications such as smart cities [35,47,48,55]. Current stateof-the-art re-id methods predominantly hinge on deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and have considerably boosted re-id performance in the supervised learning scenario [46,50,58,59]. However, this idealistic closed-world setting
postulates that training and testing data has to be drawn from the same camera
network or the same domain, which rarely holds in real-world deployments. As a
result, these re-id models usually encounter a dramatic performance degradation
when deployed to new domains, mainly due to the great domain gaps between
?
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Fig. 1: An overview of the proposed joint disentangling and adaptation framework. The disentangling module encodes images of two domains into a shared
appearance space (id-related) and a separate source/target structure space (idunrelated) via cross-domain image generation. Our adaptation module is exclusively conducted on the id-related feature space, encouraging the intra-class
similarity and inter-class difference of the disentangled appearance features.
training and testing data, such as the changes of season, background, viewpoint,
illumination, camera, etc. This largely restricts the applicability of such domainspecific re-id models, in particular, relabeling a large identity corpus for every
new domain is prohibitively costly.
To solve this problem, recent years have seen growing interests in person
re-id under cross-domain settings. One popular solution to reduce the domain
gap is unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA), which utilizes both labeled data
in the source domain and unlabeled data in the target domain to improve the
model performance in the target domain [18,68]. A fundamental design principle is to align feature distributions across domains to reduce the gap between
source and target. A well-performing source model is expected to achieve similar
performance in the target domain if the cross-domain gap is closed.
Compared to the conventional problems of UDA, such as image classification
and semantic segmentation, person re-id is a more challenging open-set problem
as two different domains contain disjoint or completely different identity class
spaces. Recent methods mostly bridge the domain gap through adaptation at
input-level and or feature-level. For input-level, the generative adversarial networks (GANs) are often utilized to transfer the holistic or factor-wise image
style from source to target [6,31]. Adaptation at feature-level often employs selftraining or distribution distance minimization to enforce similar cross-domain
distributions [30,51]. Zhong et al. [64] combine the complementary benefits of
both input-level and feature-level to further improve adaptation capability.
However, a common issue behind these methods is that such adaptations
typically operate on the feature space, which encodes both id-related and idunrelated factors. Therefore, the adaptation of id-related features is inevitably
interfered with and impaired by id-unrelated features, restricting the perfor-
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mance gain from UDA. Since cross-domain person re-id is coupled with both
disentangling and adaptation problems, and existing methods mostly treat the
two problems separately, it is important to come up with a principled framework that solves both issues together. Although disentangling has been studied
for supervised person re-id in [8,59], it remains an open question how to integrate
with adaptation, and it is under-presented in unsupervised cross-domain re-id
as a result of the large domain gap and lack of target supervision.
In light of the above observation, we propose a joint learning framework that
disentangles id-related/unrelated factors so that adaptation can be more effectively performed on the id-related space to prevent id-unrelated interference.
Our work is partly inspired by DG-Net [59], a recent supervised person re-id
approach that performs within-domain image disentangling and leverages such
disentanglement to augment training data towards better model training. We argue that successful cross-domain disentangling can create a desirable foundation
for more targeted and effective domain adaptation. We thus propose a crossdomain and cycle-consistent image generation with three latent spaces modeled
by corresponding encoders to decompose source and target images. The latent
spaces incorporate a shared appearance space that captures id-related features (i.e., appearance and other semantics), a source structure space and a
target structure space that contain id-unrelated features (i.e., pose, position,
viewpoint, background and other variations). We refer to the encoded features
in the three spaces as codes. Our adaptation module is exclusively conducted in
the shared appearance space, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This design forms a joint framework that creates mutually beneficial cooperation between the disentangling and adaptation modules: (1) disentanglement
leads to better adaptation as we can make the latter focus on id-related features and mitigate the interference of id-unrelated features, and (2) adaptation
in turn improves disentangling as the shared appearance encoder gets enhanced
during adaptation. We refer the proposed cross-domain joint disentangling and
adaptation learning framework as DG-Net++.
Our main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. First, we
propose a joint learning framework for unsupervised cross-domain person re-id
to disentangle id-related/unrelated factors so that adaptation can be more effectively performed on the id-related space. Second, we introduce a cross-domain
cycle-consistency paradigm to realize the desired disentanglement. Third, our
disentangling and adaptation are co-designed to let the two modules mutually
promote each other. Fourth, our approach achieves superior results on six benchmark pairs, largely pushing person re-id systems toward real-world deployment.
Our code and model are available at https://github.com/NVlabs/DG-Net-PP.

2

Related Work

Disentangling. This task explores explanatory and independent factors among
features in a representation. A generic framework combining deep convolutional
auto-encoder with adversarial training is proposed in [34] to disentangle hidden
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Fig. 2: A schematic overview of the cross-domain cycle-consistency image generation. Our disentangling and adaptation modules are connected by the shared
appearance encoder. The two domains also share the image and domain discriminators, but have their own structure encoders and decoders. A dashed line
indicates that the input image to the source/target structure encoder is converted to gray-scale.
factors within a set of labeled observations. InfoGAN [3] and β-VAE [17] are
introduced to learn interpretable factorized features in an unsupervised manner.
A two-step disentanglement method [14] is used to extract label relevant information for image classification. In [21,27], images are decomposed to content
and style information to serve image-to-image translation.
Unsupervised domain adaptation. UDA has been gaining increasing attention in image classification, object detection, and semantic segmentation. Based
on the typical closed-set assumption that label classes are shared across domains,
UDA methods can be roughly categorized as input-level and or feature-level
adaptation. At input-level, models are usually adapted by training with style
translated images [7,21,27]. Adaptation at feature-level often minimizes certain
distance or divergence between source and target feature distributions, such as
correlation [44], maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [33], sliced Wasserstein
discrepancy [26], and lifelong learning [2]. Moreover, domain adversarial [19,49]
and self-training [1,12,67,68] have also shown to be powerful feature-level alignment methods. CyCADA [18] adapts at both input-level and feature-level with
the purpose of incorporating the effects of both.
Person re-id. A large family of person re-id focuses on supervised learning.
They usually approach re-id as deep metric learning problems [10,16], exploit
pedestrian attributes as extra supervisions via multitask learning [42,51], utilize
part-based matching or ensembling to reduce intra-class variations [41,53,56],
make use of human pose and parsing to facilitate local feature learning [24,43,60],
or resort to generative models to augment training data [13,37,59]. Although
these methods have achieved tremendous progress in supervised setting, their
performances degrade significantly on new domains.
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Similar to the traditional problems of UDA, feature-level adaptation is widely
used to seek source-target distribution alignment. In [28,30], feature adaptation
is enforced by minimizing MMD between feature distributions in two domains.
The self-training based methods also present promising results in [40]. Another
line is at input-level using GANs to transfer source images into target styles.
An adaptive transfer method is developed in [31] to decompose a holistic style
to a set of imaging factors. Li et al. [28] propose to learn domain-invariant
representation through pose-guided image translation. Chen et al. [4] present an
instance-guided context rendering to enable supervised learning in target domain
by transferring source person identities into target contexts.
Although DG-Net++ inherits (and extends) the appearance and structure
spaces of DG-Net [59], there exist significant new designs in DG-Net++ to allow
it to work for a very different problem. (1) DG-Net++ aims to address unsupervised cross-domain re-id, while DG-Net is developed under the fully supervised setting. (2) DG-Net++ is built upon a new cross-domain cycle-consistency
scheme to disentangle id-related/unrelated factors without any target supervision. In comparison, DG-Net employs a within-domain disentanglement through
latent code reconstruction with access to the ground truth identity. (3) DGNet++ seamlessly integrates disentangling with adaptation in a unified manner
to enable the two modules to mutually benefit each other, which is not considered
in DG-Net. (4) DG-Net++ substantially outperforms DG-Net for unsupervised
cross-domain re-id on six benchmark pairs.

3

Method

As illustrated in Figure 2, DG-Net++ combines the disentangling and adaptation modules via the shared appearance encoder. We propose the cross-domain
cycle-consistency generation to facilitate disentangling id-related (appearance)
and id-unrelated (structure) factors. Our adaptation module involves adversarial
alignment and self-training, which are co-designed with the disentangling module
to target at id-related features and adapt more effectively.
3.1

Disentangling Module

Formulation. We denote real images and labels in source domain as Xs =
Ns
s
{xs(i) }N
i=1 and Ys = {ys(i) }i=1 , where s indicates source domain, Ns is the number of source images, ys(i) ∈ [1, Ks ] and Ks is the number of source identities.
t
Similarly, Xt = {xt(i) }N
i=1 denotes Nt real images in target domain t. Given
a source image xs(i) and a target image xt(j) , a new cross-domain synthesized
image can be generated by swapping the appearance or structure codes between the two images. As shown in Figure 2, the disentangling module consists of a shared appearance encoder Eapp : x → ν, a source structure encoder
s
t
Estr
: xs(i) → τs(i) , a target structure encoder Estr
: xt(j) → τt(j) , a source
t(j)

s(i)

decoder Gs : (νt(j) , τs(i) ) → xs(i) , a target decoder Gt : (νs(i) , τt(j) ) → xt(j) , an
image discriminator Dimg to distinguish between real and synthesized images,
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and a domain discriminator Ddom to distinguish between source and target domains. Note: for synthesized images, we use superscript to indicate the real
image providing appearance code and subscript to denote the one giving structure code; for real images, they only have subscript as domain and image index.
Our adaptation and re-id are conducted using the appearance codes.
Cross-domain generation. We introduce cross-domain cycle-consistency image generation to enforce disentangling between appearance and structure factors. Given a pair of source and target images, we first swap their appearance
or structure codes to synthesize new images. Since there exists no ground-truth
supervision for the synthetic images, we take advantage of cycle-consistency selfsupervision to reconstruct the two real images by swapping the appearance or
structure codes extracted from the synthetic images. As demonstrated in Figure 2, given a source image xs(i) and a target image xt(j) , the synthesized images
s(i)

t(j)

xt(j) = Gt (νs(i) , τt(j) ) and xs(i) = Gs (νt(j) , τs(i) ) are required to respectively preserve the corresponding appearance and structure codes from xs(i) and xt(j) to
be able to reconstruct the two original real images:
i
h
s(i)
t(j)
s
(xs(i) ))
+
Lcyc = E xs(i) − Gs (Eapp (xt(j) ), Estr
1
i
h
(1)
t(j)
s(i)
t
(xt(j) ))
.
E xt(j) − Gt (Eapp (xs(i) ), Estr
1

With the identity labels available in source domain, we then explicitly enforce
the shared appearance encoder to capture the id-related information by using
the identification loss:
Lsid1 = E[− log(p(ys(i) |xs(i) ))].

(2)

where p(ys(i) |xs(i) ) is the predicted probability that xs(i) belongs to the groundtruth label ys(i) . We also apply the identification loss on the synthetic image that
retains the appearance code from source image to keep identity consistency:
s(i)

Lsid2 = E[− log(p(ys(i) |xt(j) ))].
s(i)

(3)

s(i)

where p(ys(i) |xt(j) ) is the predicted probability of xt(j) belonging to the groundtruth label ys(i) of xs(i) . In addition, we employ adversarial loss to match the
distributions between the synthesized images and the real data:
h
i
s(i)
Limg
=
E
log
D
(x
)
+
log(1
−
D
(x
)
+
img s(i)
img t(j)
adv
h
i
(4)
t(j)
E log Dimg (xt(j) ) + log(1 − Dimg (xs(i) ) .
Note that the image discriminator Dimg is shared across domains to force the
synthesized images to be realistic regardless of domains. This can indirectly
drive the shared appearance encoder to learn domain-invariant features. Apart
from the cross-domain generation, our disentangling module is also flexible to
incorporate the within-domain generation as [59], which can be used to further
stabilize and regulate the within-domain disentanglement.
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Adaptation Module

Adversarial alignment. Although the weights of appearance encoder are shared
between source and target domains, the appearance representations across domains are still not ensured to have similar distributions. To encourage the alignment of appearance features in two domains, we introduce a domain discriminator Ddom , which aims to distinguish the domain membership of the encoded
appearance codes νs(i) and νt(j) . During adversarial training, the shared appearance encoder learns to produce appearance features of which domain membership
cannot be differentiated by Ddom , such that the distance between cross-domain
appearance feature distributions can be reduced. We express this domain appearance adversarial alignment loss as:


Ldom
adv = E log Ddom (νs(i) ) + log(1 − Ddom (νt(j) ) +
(5)


E log Ddom (νt(j) ) + log(1 − Ddom (νs(i) ) .
Self-training. In addition to the global feature alignment imposed by the above
domain adversarial loss, we incorporate self-training in the adaptation module.
Essentially, self-training with identification loss is an entropy minimization process that gradually reduces intra-class variations. It implicitly closes the crossdomain feature distribution distance in the shared appearance space, and meanwhile encourages discriminative appearance feature learning.
We iteratively generate a set of pseudo-labels Ŷt = {ŷt(j) } based on the
reliable identity predictions in target domain, and refine the network using the
pseudo-labeled target images. Note the numbers of pseudo-identities and labeled
target images may change during self-training. In practice, the pseudo-labels are
produced by clustering the target features that are extracted by the shared appearance encoder Eapp . We assign the same pseudo-label to the samples within
the same cluster. We adopt an affinity based clustering method DBSCAN [9] that
has shown promising results in re-id. We utilize the K-reciprocal encoding [63] to
compute pairwise distances, and update pseudo-labels every two epochs. With
the pseudo-labels obtained by self-training in target domain, we apply the identification loss on the shared appearance encoder:
Ltid1 = E[− log(p(ŷt(j) |xt(j) ))].

(6)

where p(ŷt(j) |xt(j) ) is the predicted probability that xt(j) belongs to the pseudolabel ŷt(j) . We furthermore enforce the identification loss with pseudo-label on
the synthetic image that reserves the appearance code from target image to keep
pseudo-identity consistency:
t(j)

Ltid2 = E[− log(p(ŷt(j) |xs(i) ))].
t(j)

t(j)

(7)

where p(ŷt(j) |xs(i) ) is the predicted probability of xs(i) belonging to the pseudolabel ŷt(j) of xt(j) . Overall, adaptation with self-training encourages the shared
appearance encoder to learn both domain-invariant and discriminative features
that can generalize and facilitate re-id in target domain.
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Discussion

Our disentangling and adaptation are co-designed to let the two modules positively interact with each other. On the one hand, disentangling promotes
adaptation. Based on the cross-domain cycle-consistency image generation, our
disentangling module learns detached appearance and structure factors with explicit and explainable meanings, paving the way for adaptation to exclude idunrelated noises and specifically operate on id-related features. With the help
of sharing appearance encoder, the discrepancy between cross-domain feature
distributions can be reduced. Also the adversarial loss for generating realistic
images across domains encourages feature alignment through the shared image
discriminator. On the other hand, adaptation facilitates disentangling. In
addition to globally close the distribution gap, the adversarial alignment by the
shared domain discriminator helps to find the common appearance embedding
that can assist disentangling appearance and structure features. Besides implicitly aligning cross-domain features, the self-training with the identification loss
supports disentangling since it forces the appearance features of different identities to stay apart while reduces the intra-class variation of the same identity.
Therefore, through the adversarial loss and identification loss via self-training,
the appearance encoder is enhanced in the adaptation process, and a better appearance encoder generates better synthetic images, eventually leading to the
improvement of the disentangling module.
3.4

Optimization

We jointly train the shared appearance encoder, image discriminator, domain
discriminator, as well as source and target structure encoders, and source and
target decoders to optimize the total objective, which is a weighted sum of the
following loss terms:
s
t
Ltotal (Eapp , Dimg , Ddom , Estr
, Estr
, Gs , Gt ) =
dom
λcyc Lcyc + Lsid1 + Ltid1 + λid Lsid2 + λid Ltid2 + Limg
adv + Ladv .

(8)

where λcyc and λid are the weights to control the importance of cross-domain
cycle-consistent self-supervision loss and identification loss on synthesized images. Following the common practice in image-to-image translations [21,27,66],
we set a large weight λcyc = 2 for Lcyc . As the quality of cross-domain synthesized images is not great at the early stage of training, the two losses Lsid2
and Ltid2 on such images would make training unstable, so we use a relatively
small weight λid = 0.5. We fix the weights during the entire training process in
s
all experiments. We first warm up Eapp , Estr
, Gs and Dimg with the disentangling module in source domain for 100K iterations, then bring in the adversarial
alignment to train the whole network for another 50K before self-training. In the
process of self-training, all components are co-trained, and the pseudo-labels are
updated every two epochs. We follow the alternative updating policy in training
s
t
GANs to alternatively train Eapp , Estr
, Estr
, Gs , Gt , and Dimg , Ddom .
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Experiments

We evaluate the proposed framework DG-Net++ following the standard experimental protocols on six domain pairs formed by three benchmark datasets:
Market-1501 [57], DukeMTMC-reID [39] and MSMT17 [52]. We report comparisons to the state-of-the-art methods and provide in-depth analysis. A variety of
ablation studies are performed to understand the contributions of each individual component in our approach. The qualitative results of cross-domain image
generation are also presented. Extensive evaluations reveal that our approach
consistently produces realistic cross-domain images, and more importantly, outperforms the competing algorithms by clear margins over all benchmarks.
4.1

Implementation Details

We implement our framework in PyTorch. In the following descriptions, we use
channel×height×width to denote the size of feature maps. (1) Eapp is modified
from ResNet50 [15] and pre-trained on ImageNet [5]. Its global average pooling
layer and fully-connected layer are replaced with a max pooling layer that outputs the appearance code ν in 2048 × 4 × 1, which is in the end mapped to a
t
s
share the same architecture
and Estr
1024-dim vector to perform re-id. (2) Estr
with four convolutional layers followed by four residual blocks [15], and output
the source/target structure code τ in 128 × 64 × 32. (3) Gs and Gt use the
same decoding scheme to process the source/target code τ through four residual
blocks and four convolutional layers. And each residual block includes two adaptive instance normalization layers [20] to absorb the appearance code ν as scale
and bias parameters. (4) Dimg follows the popular multi-scale PatchGAN [23]
at three different input scales: 64 × 32, 128 × 64, and 256 × 128. (5) Ddom is
a multi-layer perceptron containing four fully-connected layers to map the appearance code τ to a domain membership. (6) For training, input images are
s
resized to 256 × 128. We use SGD to train Eapp , and Adam [25] to optimize Estr
,
s
t
t
Estr , G , G , Dimg , Ddom . (7) For generating pseudo-labels with DBSCAN in
self-training, we set the neighbor maximum distance to 0.45 and the minimum
number of points required to form a dense region to 7. (8) At test time, our reid model only involves Eapp , which has a comparable network capacity to most
re-id models using ResNet50 as a backbone. We use the 1024-dim vector output
by Eapp as the final image representation.
4.2

Quantitative Results

Comparison with the state-of-the-art. We extensively evaluate DG-Net++
on six cross-domain pairs among three benchmark datasets with a variety of
competing algorithms. Table 1 shows the comparative results on the six crossdomain pairs. In particular, compared to the second best methods, we achieve the
state-of-the-art results with considerable margins of 10.4%, 3.4%, 8.9%, 8.8%,
24.5%, 5.0% mAP and 5.9%, 2.1%, 16.8%, 16.6%, 14.6%, 3.2% Rank@1 on Market → Duke, Duke → Market, Market → MSMT, Duke → MSMT, MSMT →
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Market-1501 → DukeMTMC-reID DukeMTMC-reID → Market-1501
Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP
SPGAN [6]
41.1
56.6
63.0
22.3
51.5
70.1
76.8
22.8
AIDL [51]
44.3
59.6
65.0
23.0
58.2
74.8
81.1
26.5
MMFA [30]
45.3
59.8
66.3
24.7
56.7
75.0
81.8
27.4
HHL [64]
46.9
61.0
66.7
27.2
62.2
78.8
84.0
31.4
CAL [36]
55.4
36.7
64.3
34.5
ARN [29]
60.2
73.9
79.5
33.4
70.3
80.4
86.3
39.4
ECN [65]
63.3
75.8
80.4
40.4
75.1
87.6
91.6
43.0
PDA [28]
63.2
77.0
82.5
45.1
75.2
86.3
90.2
47.6
CR-GAN [4]
68.9
80.2
84.7
48.6
77.7
89.7
92.7
54.0
IPL [40]
68.4
80.1
83.5
49.0
75.8
89.5
93.2
53.7
SSG [11]
73.0
80.6
83.2
53.4
80.0
90.0
92.4
58.3
DG-Net++
78.9
87.8
90.4
63.8
82.1
90.2
92.7
61.7
Methods

Market-1501 → MSMT17
DukeMTMC-reID → MSMT17
Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP
PTGAN [52]
10.2
24.4
2.9
11.8
27.4
3.3
ENC [65]
25.3
36.3
42.1
8.5
30.2
41.5
46.8
10.2
31.6
49.6
13.2
32.2
51.2
13.3
SSG [11]
DG-Net++
48.4
60.9
66.1
22.1
48.8
60.9
65.9
22.1
Methods

Methods
PAUL [54]
DG-Net++

MSMT17 → Market-1501
MSMT17 → DukeMTMC-reID
Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP
68.5
40.1
72.0
53.2
83.1
91.5
94.3
64.6
75.2
73.6
86.9
58.2

Table 1: Comparison with the state-of-the-art unsupervised cross-domain re-id
methods on the six cross-domain benchmark pairs.

Duke, MSMT → Market, respectively. Moreover, DG-Net++ is found to even
outperform or approach some recent supervised re-id methods [22,32,45,61,62]
that have access to the full labels of the target domain.
These superior performances collectively and clearly show the advantages
of the joint disentangling and adaptation design, which enables more effective
adaptation in the disentangled id-related feature space and presents strong crossdomain adaptation capability. Additionally, we emphasize that the disentangling
module in DG-Net++ is orthogonal and applicable to other adaptation methods
without considering feature disentangling. Overall, our proposed cross-domain
disentangling provides a better foundation to allow for more effective crossdomain re-id adaptation. Other adaptation methods, such as some recent approaches [11,12,65], can be readily applied to the disentangled id-related feature
space, and their performances may even be boosted further.
Ablation study. We perform a variety of ablation experiments primarily on
the two cross-domain pairs: Market → Duke and Duke → Market to evaluate the contribution of each individual component in DG-Net++. As shown in
Table 2, our baseline is an ImageNet pre-trained ResNet50 that is trained on
the source domain and directly transferred to the target domain. By just using
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Market-1501 → DukeMTMC-reID DukeMTMC-reID → Market-1501
Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP Rank@1 Rank@5 Rank@10 mAP
Baseline
37.4
52.4
58.4
19.3
39.7
57.9
64.3
15.0
+A+ST
71.4
81.8
85.7
57.5
75.7
86.4
90.1
57.1
+D
44.5
60.6
66.7
24.2
50.1
68.0
73.9
26.8
+D+A
53.2
68.7
73.8
36.3
52.2
70.7
77.0
28.6
+D+ST
74.2
82.8
86.5
58.4
78.0
87.1
90.3
56.5
+D+A+ST 78.9
87.8
90.4
63.8
82.1
90.2
92.7
61.7
Methods

Table 2: Ablation study on two cross-domain pairs: Market → Duke and Duke
→ Market. We use “D” to denote disentangling, “A” to adversarial alignment,
and “ST” to self-training.

the proposed disentangling module, our approach can boost the baseline performance by 4.9%, 11.8% mAP and 7.1%, 10.4% Rank@1 respectively on the two
cross-domain pairs. Note this improvement is achieved without using any adaptations. This suggests that by only removing the id-unrelated features through
disentangling, the cross-domain discrepancy has already been reduced since the
id-unrelated noises largely contribute to the domain gap. Based on the disentangled id-related features, either adversarial alignment or self-training consistently
provides clear performance gains. By combining both, our full model obtains the
best performances that are substantially improved over the baseline results.
Next we study the gains of disentangling to adaptation in DG-Net++. As
shown in Figure 3(a), compared with the space entangled with both id-related
and id-unrelated factors, in the disentangled id-related space, adversarial alignment can be conducted more effectively with 8.6% and 6.4% mAP improvements
on Market → Duke and Duke → Market, respectively. A similar observation can
also be found for self-training. In comparison to self-training only, disentangling
largely boosts the performance by 4.0% and 5.7% mAP on the two cross-domain
pairs. This strongly indicates the advantages of disentangling to enable more
effective adaptation in the separated id-related space.
To better understand the learning behavior of DG-Net++, we plot the training curves on the two cross-domain pairs in Figure 3(b). Our full model consistently outperforms the self-training alone model by large margins during the
training process thanks to the merits that the adaptation can be more effectively
performed on the disentangled id-related space in our full model. In addition,
as shown in the figure, the training curves are overall stable with slight fluctuations after 13 epochs, and we argue that such a stable learning behavior is quite
desirable for model selection in the unsupervised cross-domain scenario where
the target supervision is not available.
Comparison with DG-Net. To validate the superiority of DG-Net++ over
DG-Net for unsupervised cross-domain adaptation, we conduct further ablation
study on Market → Duke. (1) Based on DG-Net trained in source domain, we
perform self-training with the trained model, i.e., the appearance encoder. It
achieves 54.6% mAP, 9.2% inferior to 63.8% mAP of DG-Net++. This shows
the necessity of joint disentangling and adaptation for cross-domain re-id. (2)
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Fig. 3: (a) Improvements of disentangling to adaptation in DG-Net++. “A”:
adversarial alignment, “ST”: self-training, and “D”: disentangling. (b) Comparison of the training processes between our full model and the adaptation
(self-training) alone model on the two cross-domain pairs.

We perform a semi-supervised training for DG-Net on two domains, where selftraining is introduced to supervise the appearance encoder in target domain.
It achieves 52.9% mAP, 10.9% inferior to DG-Net++. Note this result is even
worse than self-training with only the appearance encoder (54.6%). This suggests
that an inappropriate design of disentangling (the within-domain disentangling
of DG-Net) can harm adaptation. In summary, DG-Net is designed to work on
a single domain, while the proposed disentangling of DG-Net++ is vital for a
joint disentangling and adaptation in cross-domain.
Sensitivity analysis. We also study how sensitive the re-id performance is
to the two important hyper-parameters in Eq. 8: one is λcyc , the weight to
control the importance of Lcyc ; the other is λid to weight the identification
losses Lsid2 and Ltid2 on the synthesized images of source and target domains. This
analysis is conducted on Market → Duke. Figure 4(a) demonstrates that the
re-id performances are overall stable and there are only slight variations when
λcyc varies from 1 to 4 and λid from 0.25 to 1. Thus, our model is not sensitive to
the two hyper-parameters, and we set λcyc = 2 and λid = 0.5 in all experiments.
4.3

Qualitative Results

Comparison with the state-of-the-art. We also compare the image generation results between DG-Net++ and other representative image translation
based methods for unsupervised cross-domain person re-id, including CycleGAN
[66], SPGAN [52], PNA-Net [28] and CSGLP [38]. As shown in Figure 5, CycleGAN and SPGAN virtually translate the illumination only. CSGLP can switch
the illumination and background between two domains, but is not able to change
foreground or person appearance. PDA-Net synthesizes various images by manipulating human poses, but the generated images are prone to be blurry. In
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Fig. 4: (a) Analysis of the influence of hyper-parameters λcyc and λid on Market
→ Duke. (b) Comparison of the synthesized images by our full model, removing
cross-domain disentangling, and further removing pseudo-identity supervision.
We use source appearance and target structure in the first row, and target appearance and source structure in the second row.

Fig. 5: Comparison of the generated images across two cross-domains between
Market and Duke of different methods including CycleGAN [66], SPGAN [6],
PNA-Net [28], CSGLP [38], and our approach DG-Net++. Please attention to
both foreground and background of the synthetic images.
comparison, our generated images look more realistic in terms of both foreground
and background. This also verifies the effectiveness of the proposed framework
to decompose id-related and id-unrelated factors, and therefore facilitating more
effective cross-domain adaptation.
Cross-domain synthesized images. Here we show more qualitative results
of cross-domain generated images in Figure 6, which shows the examples on six
cross-domain pairs. Compared to the within-domain image generation [13,37,59],
the cross-domain image synthesis is more challenging due to huge domain gap
and lack of identity supervision in target domain. DG-Net++ is able to generate
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Fig. 6: Examples of our synthesized images on six cross-domain benchmark pairs.
We show source images in the first row, target images in the second row, synthetic images with source appearance and target structure in the third row, and
synthetic images with target appearance and source structure in the fourth row.
realistic images over different domain pairs, which present very diverse clothing
styles, seasons, poses, viewpoints, backgrounds, illuminations, etc. This indicates
that our approach is not just geared to solve a particular type of domain gap but
is generalizable across different domains. The last column of this figure shows
a failure case where the source and target appearances are not well retained
in the synthetic images. We conjecture that this difficulty is caused by the occluded bottom right person in the target image as his appearance confuses the
appearance feature extraction.
Ablation study. We then qualitatively compare our full model DG-Net++ to
its two variants without cross-domain disentangling and pseudo-identity supervision. As shown in Figure 4(b), removing cross-domain disentangling or further
pseudo-id, the synthetic images are unsatisfying as the models fail to translate
the accurate clothing color or style. This again clearly shows the merits of our
unified disentangling and adaptation for cross-domain image generation.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a joint learning framework that disentangles idrelated/unrelated factors and performs adaptation exclusively on the id-related
feature space. This design leads to more effective adaptation as the id-unrelated
noises are segregated from the adaptation process. Our cross-domain cycleconsistent image generation as well as adversarial alignment and self-training
are co-designed such that the disentangling and adaptation modules can mutually promote each other during joint training. Experimental results on the six
benchmarks find that our approach consistently brings substantial performance
gains. We hope the proposed approach would inspire more work of integrating
disentangling and adaptation for unsupervised cross-domain person re-id.
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